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a b s t r a c t

In a fully automated manufacturing environment, instant detection of the cutting tool condition is
essential for the improved productivity and cost effectiveness. This paper studies a tool condition moni-
toring system (TCM) via machine learning (ML) and machine ensemble (ME) approach to investigate the
effectiveness of multisensor fusion technique when machining 4340 steel with multilayer coated and
multiflute carbide end mill cutter. In this study, 135 different features are extracted from multiple sensor
signals of force, vibration, acoustic emission and spindle power in the time and frequency domain by
using data acquisition and signal processing module. Then, a correlation-based feature selection tech-
ool condition monitoring
achine ensemble

eature selection

nique (CFS) evaluates the significance of these features along with machining parameters collected from
machining experiments. Next, an optimal feature subset is computed for various assorted combinations
of sensors. Finally, machine ensemble methods based on majority voting and stacked generalization are
studied for the selected features to classify not only flank wear but also breakage and chipping. It has been
found in this paper that the stacked generalization ensemble can ensure the highest accuracy in tool con-
dition monitoring. In addition, it has been shown that the support vector machine (SVM) outperforms

ost c
other ML algorithms in m

. Introduction

Machining cutters suffer from various types of tool faults, which
an degrade the quality of work produced, if not controlled. In
eneral, there are three major tool faults associated with end-mill
utters: gradual tool wear, tool chipping and tool breakage. All
f these faults are different in their nature: Tool breakage occurs
bruptly, in a transient, observable, and random manner; tool chip-
ing has the same characteristic as breakage except it is hardly
etected for a long time and cannot be noticed by the operator,
hereas tool wear develops gradually and can be predicted to a

ertain extent. If the machining process continues with a worn,
hipped, or broken tool, the dimensional accuracy, surface quality

f finished components and even process stability are deteriorated.
egg (1984) reported that tool faults contribute to downtime of
achining centers with average of 7%. Note that this estimate is
ore conservative than the one reported by Kurada and Bradley
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(1997) where the estimate is 20%. These notions of significant
impact of tool faults on machine downtime have led to a conserva-
tive estimation of available tool life. Consequently, manufacturing
industries have underutilized machining cutters in general and the
frequency of tool changes has increased leading to increased total
cost of machining as pointed by Dan and Mathew (1990).

Recently, the advances in process monitoring and signal pro-
cessing have brought the usefulness of sensor systems closer to
industrial realization. Specifically, a wide range of sensors that can
retrieve information about machining process such as tool con-
dition and surface roughness has been implemented. Rehorn et
al. (2005) reported that by the utilization of sensor systems for
the monitoring of metal cutting operations and machine tools, it
is anticipated that significant reduction in machining errors, with
better surface finish, and optimized machine system availability
can be achieved. As an effort to use the wide range of sensors,
Norman et al. (2007) studied a multisensor platform for monitoring
the machined roughness of steel and aluminum at varying cut-
ting parameters. Specifically, a multisensor platform consisting of

force sensors, accelerometers and laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV)
was used to correlate signal values with surface roughness values.
The experimental setup of this research was based on their previ-
ous work, which was introduced in Norman et al. (2006) for more
details. With these advances in process technology and monitoring,
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n intelligent tool condition monitoring (TCM) using multisensor
ystems has attracted closer attention from academia and industry
ecause successful application of TCM during machining can ensure
igh quality parts and preserve the machining systems.

The utilization of multisensor systems for TCM is intended to
use the informational power of each unique sensor to provide com-
lementary and redundant information about conditional changes

n cutting tools, which is referred to as sensor fusion. In these multi-
ensor systems, signal processing techniques extract sets of features
hat are sensitive to the tool condition. In the last decade, vari-
us pattern classification methods have been applied in the field
f multisensor TCM to ensure high level of accuracy in prediction
r classification results. For example, Reddy (1992) emphasized
hat pattern recognition can be an effective sensor fusion strat-
gy in TCM. However, the level of complexity and robustness of
he TCM model has been rarely part of the design objectives. The
ossibility of examining different model architectures in a more
ystematic manner has not been clearly investigated in the lit-
rature of multisensor TCM. Therefore, in this research various
CM systems employing different multisensor combinations for
ulticlass pattern recognition are compared in regard to their com-

lexity of design, generalization as well as accuracy of classification.
pecifically, in this research classification models for the aforemen-
ioned tool faults are studied, given their gradual and transient tool
aults nature. Note that three classes are defined to describe three
ifferent states of flank wear progression, while two extra classes
re assigned for the tool chipping and breakage. The overall aim of
his paper is to draw a general conclusion about:

The significance of extracted sensory signal features and, conse-
quently, the minimum number of required features and type of
sensors employed.
The effectiveness of multisensor fusion and optimal sensor com-
bination.
The accuracy of proposed classification algorithms and ensemble
schemes.

The following three important objectives are considered as part
f the analysis. The first one is to study the significance of reducing

he input space dimension for the classification model and selecting
he most significant subset of features that achieve higher level of
ccuracy for tool fault classification using correlation-based feature
election (CFS). The second objective is to study the significance of
usion strategies for the classification model, i.e., no fusion with

Fig. 1. General components of proposed TCM models.
ing Technology 209 (2009) 4728–4738 4729

best single sensor model, feature level fusion with best multiple
sensors model. The third objective is to investigate the effectiveness
of several decision-making methods, which are multilayer percep-
tron neural networks (MLP), radial base function neural networks
(RBF), and multiclass support vector machine (SVM). Furthermore,
these three classifiers are studied under two different ensemble
approaches, which are majority vote and stacked generalizations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains
the components involved in the TCM system. A detailed review
is given of the multisensory data acquisition system, signal pro-
cessing methods and their extracted features, and feature selection
method. Then, a general introduction is given of each ML algorithm
and machine ensemble approach under study. Section 3 outlines
the experimental setup and design of experiment details, and the
definition of tool condition classes. A discussion and performance
results of all constructed TCM models are provided in Section 4.
Conclusion is provided in Section 5.

2. TCM model architect

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the tool condition monitoring system pro-
posed in this study consists of five components: (1) multisensor
data acquisition system, (2) signal processing, (3) feature extraction,
(4) feature selection, and (5) ML base\ensemble classifier.

2.1. Multisensor data acquisition system

In this research, a collection of machine learning (ML) techniques
are proposed to classify the fault conditions including wear of a
general purpose solid carbide end mill coated with a ground phys-
ical vapor deposited (PVD) during cutting. Tool condition is sensed
by triaxial force, triaxial vibration, acoustic emission, and spindle
power sensor. These four sensors account for eight sensory signals
since the force and vibration sensors measure the machining pro-
cess in three axes. Each piece of processed sensory information
is fused into a pattern classification model which is constructed
depending on the number of sensors involved, feature selection
method, and classifier type.

Reddy (1992) has pointed out that the advantage in fusing the
outputs from one sensor with those from another independent sen-
sor stems from redundancy being present in the information. If
redundant sensors are employed, by averaging out the independent
noise processes acting on the different sensors, the overall uncer-
tainty of the resulting measurement can be reduced, improving the
performance of the system. This is possible, since, to a large extent,
the noise inherent in individual sensor measurements will not cor-
relate with noise from other sensors. In addition, complementary
sensors provide extended and independent information about the
process which cannot be captured otherwise.

2.2. Feature extraction and signal processing

Different research studies on TCM have adapted various feature
extraction methods to capture sensory information and calculate
its features. The purpose of feature extraction is to greatly reduce
the dimension of the raw signal but at the same time maintain the
relevant information of tool condition in the extracted features.
The majority of these feature extraction methods are reported in
Sick (2002) and Rehorn et al. (2005). In the study presented in this
paper, various feature measurements that were previously reported
by different TCM studies are exploited to assess their capability in

extracting meaningful information about tool condition from sen-
sory signals. These studies include Tansel and Mclaughlin (1993)
where tool breakage in milling operations was detected by using
force sensors and neural network approach, Lei et al. (1999) where
tool wear length in finish milling operations was estimated by using
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ibration sensors and a self-learning fuzzy inference algorithm,
rezak et al. (2004) where regression technique was employed for
ool wear monitoring by using force, acoustic emission, feed current
ensor and radial-basis function neural network approach, Cho et
l. (2005) where tool breakage in end milling process was detected
y using force and spindle power sensor and support vector regres-
ion technique, and Ghosh et al. (2007) where tool wear in CNC
illing operations was estimated by using force, vibration, spindle

urrent sensor and multilayer perceptron neural network approach.
n this research, to assess various feature measurement and extrac-
ion methods features obtained from sensory signals are extracted
y a constructed program by using LabVIEW, which analyzes the
ncoming signal from the sensors in the time and frequency domain
utomatically. Specifically, statistical measurements, counting, and
ther type of measurements are taken for both time and frequency
omain methods as follows.

.2.1. Time domain analysis
Arithmetic mean (M): The mean of amplitude values of raw data

ignal. The mean of n amplitude values of a signal [x1, x2, . . ., xn] is

= 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (1)

RMS: Root mean square of amplitude values. The RMS for a col-
ection of n values in the raw data is defined as

MS =

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

x2
i

(2)

Variance (V): The variance of amplitude values. The variance for
collection of n value in the raw data is defined as

=
∑n

i=1(xi − �)2

n − 1
(3)

Skewness (Sk): The 3rd central moment and is a measure of the
symmetry of the probability distribution of the signal raw data. It
s expressed as

k = 1
n

∑n
i=1(xi − �)3

�3
(4)

Kurtosis (Ku): Fourth central moment and is a measure of the
peakedness” of the probability distribution of the signal raw data:

u = 1
n

∑n
i=1(xi − �)4

�4
(5)

Power (P): Signal power is defined as the measured area under
he rectified signal envelope. This is another measurement of the
ignal amplitude; however, it is sensitive to amplitude as well as
uration, and it is less dependent on operating frequency. Power is
efined as

= 1
n

n∑
i=1

x2
i (6)

Peak-to-peak amplitude (pp): The highest peak value minus
he lowest peak value attained by a signal. This peak-to-peak is
xpressed depending on the signal. For force it is expressed in
ewtons, for vibration and acoustics in microvolts, and for spindle
ower signal in kilowatts.

Crest factor (CF): The crest factor of a waveform is equal to the

eak amplitude of a waveform divided by the RMS value. The use
f the crest factor calculation is to provide an idea of the degree of
mpacting in a waveform. It is defined by the following formula:

F = peak
RMS

(7)
ing Technology 209 (2009) 4728–4738

The burst rate (Br): Sometimes called the pulse rate, the number
of times the signal exceeds pre-set thresholds per second. This fea-
ture is only applied to vibration and AE signals. The preset threshold
is set to 300 �V.

2.2.2. Frequency domain analysis
The raw data of all signals are transformed into the frequency

domain by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Specifically, a Hanning
window is applied as a windowing method to the raw data before
FFT to prevent leakage. Then, the power spectral density (PSD) is
obtained where it is formed by a plot of the frequency components
on the x-axis and attendant power in that frequency on the y-axis.
LabVIEW has been programmed to extract features from the PSD of
all signals except for the non-stationary signal of spindle power.

Sum of total band power (STPB): The power spectrum does not
directly give us the total power in the signal, only power in a par-
ticular spectral component. To obtain the total power in the signal
or in a particular range, the integral of the PSD over the range of
frequencies of interest must be obtained. The following formula
defines STPB:

STPB =
∫ F2

F1

S(f ) (8)

where S(f ) is the power at a specific frequency component and (F1,
F2) is the frequency band.

Mean of band power (MBP): Mean of power spectrum in a spe-
cific frequency band which is defined as

MBP = 1
n

n∑
i=1

S(f )i (9)

Variance of band power (VBP): Variance of power spectrum in a
specific frequency band, which is defined as

VBP =
∑n

i=1(S(f )i − MBP)2

n − 1
(10)

Skewness of band power (SkBP): Skewness of power spectrum
in a specific frequency band, which is defined as

SkBP = 1
n

∑n
i=1(S(f )i − MBP)3

VBP3/2
(11)

Kurtosis of band power (KuBP): Kurtosis of power spectrum in a
specific frequency band, which is defined as

KuBP = 1
n

∑n
i=1(S(f )i − MBP)4

VBP4/2
(12)

Maximum (peak) of band power (PBP): The peak of power spec-
trum in a specific frequency band. This peak is expressed by the
energy level (W/Hz).

Frequency of maximum peak of band power (FPBP): The relative
frequency that corresponds to the highest amplitude.

Relative spectral peak per band (RSPBP): The ratio of peak of
band power (PBP) over the mean of band power (MBP).

Total harmonic band power (THBP): Cutter tooth frequency ft is
calculated by using the equation:

ft = S

60
n

where S = spindle RPM and n = the number of teeth on the cutter.
The main frequency of the cutter body can also be found by

fc = S

60
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Table 1
Distribution of time and frequency domain features per sensor.

Sensor Number of features

Time domain Freq. domain

Force 24 27 51
AE 9 16 26
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ibration 27 24 51
pindle power 8 0 8

otal 68 67 135

The total power of these frequencies and their harmonics can be
easured by the following formula:

HBP =
N∑

m=1

P(m), m = 1, 2, . . . , N (13)

here P(m) is the power at the fundamental tooth frequency, body
utter, and their harmonics, N is the largest integer for which N is
he cutoff frequency for the sensor. This feature is only applied to
he triaxial force signals.

Table 1 provides the distribution of all extracted features in both
ime and frequency domain per sensor. There are 135 calculated
eatures which correspond to eight sensory signals: three axial force
ignals, one acoustic emission signal, three axial vibration signals,
nd one spindle power signal. In addition to the calculated features,
achining parameters are also considered part of the feature space;

xial depth of cut, spindle speed, and feed rate. Therefore, the total
umber of features is 138.

.3. Feature reduction method

Training a classifier by using the maximum number of features
btainable is not always the best option, as irrelevant and redun-
ant features can negatively influence ML algorithm performance.

n order to improve the accuracy of the classification model and
ncrease the efficiency of the computational performance of the
CM system, only an optimal number of significant features should
e included in the final model. This can be achieved by reducing
he number of features by utilizing feature selection techniques. In
his research, a correlation-based feature selection method (CFS)
s employed to evaluate different feature subsets (Hall, 1999) and
greedy hill climbing search algorithm is employed to search for
ptimal subset size.

.3.1. Correlation-based feature selection method
CFS measures the goodness of feature subsets by taking into

ccount:

the level of correlation of individual features with the predicted
class;
the level of intercorrelation among features.

Therefore, high scores are assigned to subsets containing fea-
ures that are highly correlated with the class, yet have a low
ntercorrelation measure with each other. Entropy measures are
sed to obtain a measure of correlation between features and class
nd between features. All continuous features are discretized by
sing the technique of Fayyad and Irani (1993). The entropy of a

eature Y is given as follows:∑

(Y) = −

y ∈ Ry

p(y)log(p(y)) (13)

here Y is a discrete random variable with respective range Ry.
hen, the conditional entropy of any feature Y given the occurrence
ing Technology 209 (2009) 4728–4738 4731

of Feature X which has range Rx can be calculated as

H(Y
∣∣X ) = −

∑
x ∈ Rx

p(x)
∑
y ∈ Ry

p(y)log(p(y)) (14)

Therefore, a measure of correlation can be obtained for either
two features or between a feature and a class X and Y where a class
of an instance is considered to be a feature. This measure is often
called the uncertainty coefficient of Y and is calculated as follows:

C(Y
∣∣X ) =

H(Y) − H(Y
∣∣X)

H(Y)
(15)

Now, the scores of the CFS subsets are obtained with the follow-
ing heuristic:

Merits = krcf√
k + k(k − 1)rff

(16)

where Merits is the heuristic of a feature subset S containing k num-
ber features, rcf and rff are the average feature-class correlation and
average feature–feature intercorrelation, respectively. In Eq. (16),
the numerator is an indication of the predictive power of the feature
set while the denominator measures redundancy among features.

2.3.2. Greedy hill climbing search algorithm
Clearly, it is prohibitive to try all possible combinations of feature

subsets by using the evaluation function of CFS. A simple yet effec-
tive search algorithm such as greedy hill climbing has demonstrated
efficiency in searching the feature space in reasonable time and pro-
vided good results (Kohavi and john, 1997). Greedy search expands
the current parent node and picks the child with the highest eval-
uation. Nodes are expanded by applying search space operators to
them in which a single feature is added or deleted. A backward elim-
ination strategy is employed where the search starts with a full set
of features. Then, backward elimination will continue to delete fea-
tures as long as a child is not worse than its parents. This process is
repeated until no more improvement can be achieved.

2.4. Machine learning classifiers

In this research, three ML classifiers are used to classify tool con-
ditions and ensemble techniques are applied on them to improve
classification accuracy. All applied classifiers and reduction meth-
ods have been implemented by using WEKA ML suite, which is
an established freeware environment supported by many machine
learning authorities (Witten and Frank, 2005). All of the three
machine learning algorithms employed in this study have proven
to be effective in the pattern recognition communities. The first
ML algorithm employs the structural risk minimization approach,
i.e., (1) support vector machine (SVM). The other two are artifi-
cial neural networks which employ an empirical risk minimization
approach: (2) multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLP) and (3)
radial basis function neural networks (RBF).

2.4.1. Multiclass support vector machine
Recently, the application of support vector machine (SVM),

which is based on a statistical learning theory presented by Vapnik
(1999), is proposed as a decision-making method. In the last decade,
SVM has received a great deal of attention in the pattern recogni-
tion literature. While typical ML algorithms attempt to minimize
the empirical risk, which is the misclassification errors on the train-
ing set, SVM attempts to minimize the structural risk, which is the

probability of misclassification of a previously unseen data point
drawn randomly from fixed but unseen distribution. SVM generates
an efficient means of classification by condensing the relevant infor-
mation and selecting the most important samples, called support
vectors to the target. These support vectors achieve the maximal
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argin classification between classes. If linear separability of the
ata is not achieved, the training data are mapped into a higher
imensional feature space using a kernel function, which permits
higher level of linear separability.

In this research, SVM was implemented by using a sequential
inimum optimization (SMO) algorithm (Platt, 1998). The selec-

ion of kernel function has influence on the decision boundary.
sually, radial basis functions (RBF) are favored instead of poly-
omial kernel functions, because they are not sensitive to outliers
nd do not require inputs to have equal variances. Therefore, a radial
asis function (RBF) was selected as a kernel function after prelim-

nary analysis, not shown here. The RBF kernel is defined as

(xi, xj) = exp(−�
∥∥xi − xj

∥∥2
) � > 0 (17)

here K(xi, xj) defines an inner product that maps the input vector
∈ �d to a high-dimensional space. In this research, a grid search
as performed on the training data in order to select the appro-
riate parameter for the width of the RBF function, � , and the cost
unction parameter C. The grid search resulted in optimal values
= 0.25, and C = 12.0.

.4.2. Multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLP)
MLP is the most widely used learning algorithm, due originally

o Rumelhart and McClelland (1986) and discussed at length in most
eural network textbooks (Bishop, 2006). The learning process of
n MLP network is based on the data samples, composed of the
-dimensional vector x of the input layer and the M-dimensional
esired output vector c of the output layer. By processing the input
ector x, the MLP creates the output vector y(x, w), where w is the
ector of modified weights. The error produced triggers a control
echanism of the learning algorithm. The corrective adjustments

re designed to make the output signal yk (k = 1, 2, . . ., l) to the
esired response ck in an iterative manner, where l is number of
lasses in the output layer.

The learning algorithm of MLP is based on the minimization of
he error function defined on the learning set (xi, ci) for i = 1, 2, . . ., p
sing an Euclidean norm, where p is the number of hidden nodes:

(w) = 1
2

P∑
i=1

∥∥y(xi, w) − ci

∥∥2
(18)

The MLP used in this research consists of input layer, hidden
ayer and output layer. The input layer has nodes representing
he normalized features calculated from the sensory signals. There
re various methods, both heuristic and systematic, to select the
eural network structure and activation functions. To cope with
ur multisensor TCM analysis, we have selected a heuristic that
aries the number of input nodes depending on the number of fea-
ures applied to the network. Since the number of inputs changes
epending on the number of sensors and features selected, a rule
f thumb is to set the hidden layer to be half of the total number of
he input and output layers (Witten and Frank, 2005). In addition,
he number of output nodes represents the number of tool con-
ition classes: five tool condition classes in this paper. The target
alue of each output node produces a confidence level that repre-
ents the classification probability of each class. In this research, the
ctivation functions of sigmoid were used in the hidden layers and
n the output layer, respectively. Moreover, the MLP was created,
rained and implemented with a back propagation (BPN) training
lgorithm. Back propagation parameters include momentum and

earning rate that affect the way the network is trained and, pos-
ibly, the performance of the learned classifier. Using all available
eatures, a grid search was performed to select the parameters of
he BPN training algorithm. As a result, a learning rate of 0.1 and

omentum rate of 0.2 were selected as optimal values. The MLP
ing Technology 209 (2009) 4728–4738

was trained iteratively to minimize the performance function of
mean squared error (MSE) between the network outputs and the
corresponding target values. At each iteration a gradient of the per-
formance function (MSE) was used to adjust the network weights
and biases. In this study, a mean square error of 10−6, a minimum
gradient of 10−10 and maximum iteration number (epoch) of 500
were used. The training process would stop if any of these condi-
tions were met.

2.4.3. Radial basis function neural network (RBF)
An RBF network generally consists of three layers: the input

layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. The input layer is the
same as an MLP. The hidden layer consists of radial function neu-
rons that have the form of g(x) = g(

∥∥x − cj

∥∥), which is symmetric
with respect to c. The c can also be called the center of the func-
tion. When a vector is input to an RBF network, each hidden neuron
generates a value according to how close the input vector is from
the center of the RBF. If the input space vector is close to the center,
the hidden neuron generates a value that is close to 1. The hidden
neurons’ outputs are combined linearly by vectors to generate the
output based on the following equation:

yk = w0

m∑
j=1

wjkϕ(
∥∥x − cj

∥∥) (19)

where ϕ(·) is the radial basis function, wjk, j = (1, 2, . . ., m), and k = (1,
2, . . ., l) are the output weights, w0 is the bias, x are the inputs to
the network, ci are the centers associated with the basis function,
m is the number of hidden neurons, and l is the number of classes.
In this research, the activation function ϕ(·) is described as follows:

ϕ(
∥∥x − cj

∥∥ = exp[
(x − cj)

T (x − cj)

2�2
j

(20)

where �2
j

is the dispersion or smoothing parameter of the jth basis
function. K-means clustering algorithm is employed to provide the
basis functions. The number of clusters that the k-mean should be
generating has been selected experimentally by a grid search using
all available features.

2.5. Machine learning ensemble

In this research, a machine ensemble is introduced as another
part of the data fusion approach and as another level in the
complexity of the TCM modeling. In this approach, a multiple
classifier model combines an ensemble of generally weak and/or
diverse classifiers. Then, a pool of opinions is made by using a
meta-classification decision that should be superior to any of the
individual classifiers.

The diversity of the classifier allows different decision bound-
aries to be created. The intuition is that each classifier makes a
different error, and strategically combining these classifiers can
reduce the total error and at least reduce the variance of classifica-
tion error as pointed out in Kittler et al. (1998). In order to improve
the accuracy of classification, the base classifiers must have high
disagreement between one another in mapping the solution space
in order to maintain diversity (Dietterich, 1998). On the other hand,
if all classifiers map the solution space in a similar manner, then evi-
dently little improvement can be achieved over simply using one of
the base classifiers. Therefore, any ensemble should provide signif-
icantly higher accuracy level to outweigh the complexity it exerts

in the classification model; otherwise the base classifier should be
a better alternative.

In this research two types of ensemble schemes are introduced
to assess their impact on improving classification accuracy: major-
ity vote ensemble and generalized stack ensemble. Each ensemble
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Fig. 2. Multisensor fusion model utilizing correlation based fe

ombines the classification power of three ML algorithms, which
re SVM, MLP, and RBF. Fig. 2 illustrates the general schematic of
he ensemble TCM model, which utilizes all extracted sensory fea-
ures that have been selected by the CFS method. In the ensemble,
ach ML algorithm (base classifier) is trained based on the fused
eatures from all combined sensors. Then, a collective decision is

ade by the ensemble method, i.e., majority vote or stack general-

zation.

.5.1. Majority vote ensemble scheme
The majority vote ensemble is achieved by combining the

forementioned base classifiers: SVM, MLP, and RBF. Under this

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram o
selection method and a machine learning ensemble scheme.

ensemble scheme, each classifier is trained with the same data set.
When the testing set is applied to all base classifiers involved in the
ensemble, the class with the most number of predictions is voted
to be the final prediction. In general, a majority vote classifier is
defined as

Cmeta(X) = arg
L

max
B∑

I(Cj(X) = i) (20)

i

j=1

where I(·) is an indicator function, Cj are the classifiers where j = (1,
. . ., B), and L is the number of target classes. It has to be noted that
the confidence level of each prediction provided by each base clas-

f experimental setup.
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Table 2
Machining parameters and their levels.

Depth of cut (mm) Cutting speed (m/min) Chip load (mm/tooth)

2.54
122 0.08 0.13

LLL LLH
152 LHL LHH
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ifier is not considered. Therefore, the resulting vote is unweighted
ith all base classifiers having equal input to vote.

.5.2. Stacked generalization ensemble scheme
Stacked generalization, or stacking, is an approach to combining

redictions from multiple classifiers, introduced by Wolpert (1992).
n stacking, the predicted target class of each base classifier is con-
idered as a training input to a meta-learner or level 1-classifer
here all base classifiers are considered to be level-0. A series of

inear models such as multi-response linear regression (MLR) are
enerally used as meta-learners. In this research, an improved ver-
ion of stacked generalization introduced by Seewald (2002), called
tackingC, is employed. Instead of using actual target predictions
hat are associated with the target class during training and test-
ng, StackingC uses prediction probabilities. This has been shown
o improve the performance on multi-classed data. In this paper,
tackingC is designed with the three ML algorithms introduced ear-
ier in Section 2.4. The multi-response linear regression classifier is
hen trained on the output confidence predictions of the level-0
lassifiers.

. Experimentation

.1. Experimental setup

Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup of the TCM system of this
tudy. The experiments were carried out on an OKUMA ES 3016
NC vertical machining center for machining AISI 4340 steel using
ennametal (Type: HEC500S2; 12.7 mm diameter) general purpose
olid carbide two-flute end mill coated with a ground physical vapor
eposited (PVD) multilayer coating of titanium nitride/titanium
arbo-nitride/titanium nitride (TiN/TiCN/TiN).

An acoustic emission (AE) sensor, manufactured by Physical
coustic Corporation, (PAC-Ws�), was used to capture the AE signal
enerated during machining operation. The AE signal was divided
nto two frequency bins. The first one was created by a band pass
lter of 100–300 kHz by using linear filtering with 3rd order But-
erworth filters. The second frequency bin also has a 3rd order
utterworth band pass filter of 300–600 kHz. In addition, to avoid
liasing in the AE signal, the sampling rate was set to 1.5 MHz, which
s a little over the Nyquist sampling rate of 1.2 MHz. Gain was set to
0 dB. Also, a triaxial accelerometer manufactured by Kistler (Type
692C50) that simultaneously measures vibration in three mutu-
lly perpendicular axes (x, y and z) was mounted on the spindle used
o measure the vibration during the cutting operation. The sensor is
onnected to a Kistler (Type 5134) coupler which provides DC power
nd signal processing by adjustable gains and cut-off frequencies.
he gain of the coupler was selected to be 10× for (X, Z) signals
nd 5× for (Y) signal. The filtering was done digitally by LabVIEW
oftware. An IIR filter with an order of 29 and a cut-off frequency of
000 kHz was selected for all X, Y, Z vibration signals. In addition,
quartz three-component dynamometer manufactured by Kistler

type: 9257B) was connected to a charge amplifier (Kistler, type:
010B) and mounted on the machining table under the job to mea-
ure the three orthogonal components of force. A band pass filter of
30–3000 Hz) was applied on each of the axial force signals. The last
ensor used in this experiment was a true power measuring trans-
ucer MU3 manufactured by Artis Systems Inc., which was used

n combination with two hall sensors (model: LT-100S) to measure
rue power of spindle motor.

All sensors were connected through BNC cables to a National

nstrument noise rejecting shielded BNC connection box that acts
s a gateway for all the eight signals. The connection box then
ends all of the eight signals to a National Instrument data acqui-
ition card (model: NI PCI-6133) which has the ability to convert
he signals from analog to digital with a high sampling rate of 3
3.56
122 0.08 0.13

HLL HLH
152 HHL HHH

MB/second/channel. Finally, all the digital signals are properly fil-
tered and analyzed by LabVIEW software. The software extracts
predefined features in the time and frequency domains as defined
in Section 2.2. These features have been set as the input features
(predictors) to the TCM classification model. An identical sampling
time of all the sensors signals, which is 200 ms, was used.

The flank wear was measured by a microscope (Carl Zeiss
Axioskop 2 Mat) which has a high-resolution digital camera (Axio-
cam MRCTM). The combination of microscope, digital camera, and
Axiovision software was used to acquire, edit, measure, and store
images in conjunction to measure the flank wear of the tool and
any abnormalities such as edge chipping.

3.2. Design of experiment (DOE)

To develop a viable TCM system, a TCM model must reflect
tool fault under diverse cutting conditions such as different level
of speed, feed, and depth of cut. Therefore, in this study a 23

full factorial design with three replications was selected in order
to effectively capture the relationship between the milling pro-
cess parameters (independent variables) and the calculated signal
features (dependent variables). Specifically, three factors (indepen-
dent variables) used for the design of experiment in this study were
surface speed, chip load, axial depth of cut. Each factor has two lev-
els: high (H) and low (L). These levels are provided in Table 2. In
total, there were eight cutting conditions or treatments per replica.
In Table 2, different cutting conditions of an experiment are repre-
sented by using three notations such that the first letter refers to
the depth of cut, the second letter defines the surface speed, and
the third letter refers to the chip load. The radial depth of cut was
kept constant at 1.11 cm throughout the experiments. This width of
cut is about 80% of tool diameter (12.7 mm), which insures that all
teeth of the milling cutter are in contact with the work piece dur-
ing cutting. It should be pointed out that this experimental setup
is limited to three-axis machining center. In case of fives machines,
achieving quasi-plane motion conditions without spindle motion
would be important to eliminate disturbances related to the fast
movement of the spindle head that may affect the accelerometers
to measure vibrations (Norman et al., 2007).

3.3. Tool condition classes

Tool failure is identified in this research based on the following
three criteria: (i) if the tool is worn due to flank wear; (ii) if the
tool is worn due to chipping; and (iii) if the tool is broken. For each
criterion, a measurement is established to verify the level of failure.
The reason behind differentiating between chipping and breakage
is that chipping phenomena cannot be detected for a considerable
amount of time and are hardly noticed by the operator. Measure-
ments of wear and chipping were collected as the tool condition

progressed during cutting. However, breakage was obtained arti-
ficially through the grinding of the tool since it is hard to observe
breakage for each treatment within the design of experiment.

Therefore, an experiment was conducted for five different tool
conditions: breakage (B), chipping (C), and three states of wear
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Table 3
Definition of the tool condition classes.

Tool condition class Class features

(LW) mm 0 < wear < 0.25
(MW) mm 0.25 < wear < 0.4
(SW) mm 0.4 < wear < 0.6
(C) mm2 0.04 < C. area < 0.36
(B) mm2 Brk. area >0.36
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Table 4
Accuracy of SVM with and without feature selection (v: statistically better, *: worse).

Sensor SVM SVM-CFS Sig. #f/orig

AE 67.36 ± 4.19 69.72 ± 3.16 v 10/25
Force 90.62 ± 3.99 91.01 ± 3.65 – 19/51
Vibration 87.37 ± 4.10 88.84 ± 3.41 v 17/51
Power 60.04 ± 4.62 57.29 ± 5.20 * 3/8

Table 5
Accuracy of MLP with and without feature selection (v: statistically better, *: worse).

Sensor MLP MLP-CFS Sig #f/orig

AE 65.30 ± 3.67 67.71 ± 4.12 v 10/25
Fig. 4. Flank wear boundaries at the tool cutting edge.

hich are defined as slight (LW), medium (MW), and severe (SW)
ear. Table 3 summarizes the specification of each tool condition

lass according to the level of maximum flank wear, i.e., VBmax that
s illustrated in Fig. 4.

The flank wear (VBmax) is the average of the two flank wear read-
ngs recorded for each flute. A reading of the flank wear was taken
t the end of every 3rd cut until the tool reached its wear criterion of
.6 mm per each treatment. Chipping of the tool edge was consid-
red valid if there was a chipped area of over 0.04 mm2; otherwise,
he tool was classified by its flank wear level. Tool breakage class
as defined for a tool that has a breakage area over 0.36 mm2. Fig. 5
rovides the distribution of classes per cutting condition after the
xperiment was conducted. The optimal cutting condition was LHL
here tool life increased dramatically and no chipping occurred.

. Result and discussion

.1. Classifiers training and evaluation

The notion of training and testing a dataset is fundamental to
he performance of ML algorithms. In our case, the training set con-

ains examples of signal features (135 features) and/or machining
arameters features, i.e., speed, feed, and depth of cut, from differ-
nt classes (tool conditions) and is used to build the classification
odel. The testing set represents the unknown sensory information

hat would be classified. Both testing and training sets are labeled

ig. 5. Distribution of classes per cutting condition for 758 experimentally collected
nstances.
Force 87.03 ± 4.76 87.97 ± 3.68 v 19/51
Vibration 86.77 ± 3.89 86.55 ± 5.76 – 17/51
Power 57.86 ± 4.43 53.01 ± 5.04 * 3/8

with appropriate class a priori. To improve classifier training, nor-
malization was applied to all training features as a preprocessing
step.

To test and compare algorithms, we used 10 times repeated 10-
fold stratified cross-validation (CV) where accuracy results were
averaged across replications to minimize type I error (Bouckaert,
2003). This means that each classification model was trained on
nine-tenths of the total data and tested on the remaining tenth. This
process was repeated ten times, each with a different partitioning
seed, in order to account for the variance between partitions. Also,
stratification was applied to every testing set in order to account
for the non-uniform distribution of tool condition classes within
the collected dataset as seen in Fig. 4.

The accuracy of classification results stands for the percentage
of correctly classified instances over the total number of instances.
Each result represents the average of 100 runs (10 × 10-fold CV). A
paired t-test was applied for pairwise comparisons of classifications
algorithms (Dietterich, 1998).

4.2. Classification under no sensor fusion

In this section, we compare the performance of base classifiers
that are based on a single sensor model and thus no sensor fusion
is considered. Specifically, a comparison of sensory information
(features) per sensor is investigated and the significance of each
individual sensor on tool fault classification is determined. For each
investigated sensor (acoustic emission, force, vibration and spindle
power), two types of feature sets are formed such that the first set
includes all features and the second set includes selected features
by CFS method. Both sets are applied to the three ML algorithms.

In Tables 4–6, we list the classification accuracy of each investi-
gated machine learning algorithm per individual sensor. In addition,
by applying the CFS method on the full feature set, the statistical
significance for each ML algorithm is computed by using a paired
t-test with 95% confidence level. Bold values show that one is sig-
nificantly better than the other one. The last column shows the

number of features selected by CFS versus the number of features
in the original full feature set.

Clearly, CFS feature selection improved the performance of ML
algorithms when it was applied on AE sensory features. Also, ML

Table 6
Accuracy of RBF with and without feature selection (v: statistically better, *: worse).

Sensor RBF RBF-CFS Sig #f/orig

AE 63.29 ± 4.15 64.94 ± 3.64 v 10/25
Force 84.93 ± 4.62 86.72 ± 4.09 v 19/51
Vibration 84.31 ± 4.01 83.98 ± 3.73 – 17/51
Power 55.83 ± 3.94 54.98 ± 5.37 * 3/8
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Table 7
Accuracy of ML algorithms, majority vote and stacking ensembles across different multisensor combinations. Note: AE: acoustic emission, F: force, V: vibration, P: spindle
power sensor (t-test: b/w SVM: Vote, and SVM: stacking; v: statistically better, *: worse).

Multisensor combination SVM-CFS MLP-CFS RBF-CFS Vote-CFS Stacking-CFS #f/org.

ALL 95.56 ± 3.15 94.16 ± 4.19 94.86 ± 3.90 96.38 ± 2.02 97.01 ± 2.01 v 26/138
AE + F + V 95.49 ± 2.32 94.28 ± 4.02 94.71 ± 3.42 96.52 ± 2.16v 97.29 ± 1.98 v 25/130
AE + F + P 91.10 ± 3.09 89.04 ± 5.47 87.76 ± 4.79 91.27 ± 3.41 92.66 ± 2.71 v 21/88
AE + V + P 89.78 ± 3.55 88.79 ± 5.94 86.66 ± 3.81 89.38 ± 2.77 89.56 ± 2.61 19/88
F + V + P 94.54 ± 2.91 93.29 ± 3.97 92.53 ± 3.41 94.12 ± 2.67 96.23 ± 2.04 v 22/113
AE + V 90.01 ± 3.71 89.16 ± 4.11 86.52 ± 3.41 89.57 ± 3.32 88.12 ± 3.10* 19/80
AE + P 71.46 ± 3.63 69.47 ± 5.49 67.31 ± 3.69 70.08 ± 4.97* 71.21 ± 3.05* 11/36
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ting forces. Fig. 7 graphically summarizes the results shown in
Table 7.

In addition, Table 7 compares the performance statistics of the
StackingC and majority vote ensemble. For stack generalization, the
E + F 91.33 ± 3.74 89.55 ± 4.90
+ V 94.43 ± 2.76 93.14 ± 3.66
+ P 89.50 ± 4.50 87.76 ± 3.93
+ P 88.16 ± 3.79 86.95 ± 4.35

lgorithms applied on the reduced feature sets of force and vibra-
ion sensors improved the performance in many cases. It is evident
hat the force sensor is providing more explanatory information
bout the tool condition than any other sensors. With CFS applied
o the force feature set, 91.01%, 87.97%, and 86.72% accuracy lev-
ls were achieved by SVM, MLP, RBF, respectively. Also, features
xtracted from the vibration sensor have given relatively high-
ccuracy results. Both acoustic emission and spindle power sensor
ave achieved accuracy levels lower than (60%).

As shown in Fig. 6, when ML algorithms are compared across
ll sensors, the accuracy result achieved by SVM (before and after
eature reduction) is relatively higher than MLP and RBF. This result
onfirms other research studies which claim that SVM outperforms
LPs or RBF neural networks when considering the globality of

olution (Bishop, 2006). This also suggests that training of the SVM
esults in a global solution for the problem under study, whereas
LP and RBF networks may have arrived at different local minima

eading to an untrustworthy solution.

.3. Classification under multisensor fusion

In this section, the limitation we had earlier with no fusion con-
traint is relaxed so that sensor fusion is applied to the information
rovided by each sensor. The fusion of information is created during
he feature set development where features from multiple sensors
re combined in a single set. Then, the feature set is reduced by CFS
nd the informational combinatory power of the remaining fea-
ures is fed to the classifier for the training purpose. This means
ach individual classifier experiences a larger input space and a
igher amount of information from multiple sensors, which ulti-

ately increases its classification robustness, accuracy, and ability

o generalize.
Three different multisensor combinations are tested from the

our sensors and result in a four-sensor, 4 three-sensor, and 6 two-

Fig. 6. ML algorithm classification performance with and without CFS.
88.93 ± 4.04 90.01 ± 3.03* 90.93 ± 3.17 21/80
92.97 ± 2.73 95.22 ± 2.41 v 96.27 ± 2.13 v 22/105
87.60 ± 4.40 90.85 ± 3.73 v 90.10 ± 3.17 17/62
86.59 ± 4.01 87.63 ± 3.95 88.09 ± 3.73 16/62

sensor combinations. Therefore, 11 multisensor combinations are
applied to all ML algorithms and ensemble schemes. Table 7 pro-
vides the accuracy results of each multisensor combination. For
each combination, SVM has given higher accuracy results than MLP
and RBF. As a result, a paired t-test was only applied between SVM
and each of the ensemble schemes to evaluate the significance in
Table 7; values are in bold if one is significantly better than another.

Table 7 clearly shows how fusion of information can provide
classifiers with higher explanatory power. This is evident when
each sensor within the multisensor fusion combination provides
complementary information that is not redundant to the informa-
tion provided by other sensors. For example, the accuracy of the
(V + F) multisensor combination for SVM has increased to 94.43%
while it was 88.84%, 91.01% under no fusion constraint for indi-
vidual vibration and force sensor models, respectively. On the
other hand, (F + P) has not improved accuracy levels compared to
their individual models. This is expected since the spindle power
sensor provides information that is highly correlated with cut-
Fig. 7. Performance of different sensor fusions.

Table 8
Paired t-test of highest accuracy results (Not: not significant, v: better, *: worse).

Classifier (sensors) Vote
(AE + F + V)

StackingC
(AE + F + V)

StackingC
(F + V)

Vote (AE + F + V) – Not Not
StackingC (AE + F + V) Not – v
StackingC (F + V) Not * –
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Table 9
Confusion matrix for the ensemble classifiers applied to the (AE + force + vibration) multisensor combination CFS-reduced feature set.

Classifier as (%) → Slight wear Medium wear Severe wear Chipped Broken

(a) Stacking
Slight wear 99.22 0.39 0.00 0.39 0.00
Medium wear 4.61 92.10 3.29 0.00 0.00
Severe wear 0.00 8.62 90.61 0.77 0.00
Chipped 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
Broken 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00

Correctly classified (%): 97.22

(b) Majority vote
Slight wear 98.43 1.10 0.00 0.47 0.00
Medium wear 3.94 91.27 4.13 0.66 0.00
Severe wear 0.53 8.55 89.67 1.25 0.00
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Chipped 0.00 0.54
Broken 0.00 0.00

Correctly classified (%): 96.52

nal prediction is based on a meta-classifier which is trained on the
lass probabilities and targets for each training example. It should
e noted that stack generalization attempts to predict when the
ase classifiers are incorrect. The majority vote simply sums the
redictions of each class from the base classifiers and picks the most
opular class. There exists some degree of diversity in mapping the
redictions of tool conditions between base ML algorithms. This can
e explained by the higher accuracy levels achieved by both ensem-
le schemes. For example, 5 of the 11 and 3 of the 11 multisensor
ombinations achieved statistically better result with StackingC and
oting, respectively.

Table 8 provide paired t-tests of the highest accuracy results
hich correspond to the (AE + F + V) and (F + V) multisensor combi-
ations. The performance of StackingC on (AE + F + V) is statistically
etter than (AE + V). This finding suggests that the 25 features
elected by CFS from the three-sensor combination feature set
AE + F + V) comprise the optimal feature set when applied to either
nsemble scheme.

The confusion matrices for the ensemble classifiers on the
AE + F + V) multisensor combination of the CFS reduced feature
ubset are presented in Table 9. These two matrices provide a
etailed breakdown of misclassifications between tool condition
lasses. The overall accuracy of both matrices represents the highest
lassification accuracy obtained from all sensor combinations and
lassifier types. Both ensembles have managed to classify transient
aults with 100% classification accuracy for breakage and chipping.
he classification of gradual tool fault, which is represented by
ank wear, is highly accurate. However, majority vote has higher
onfusion rates than StackingC ensemble where it classifies some
edium and severe wear instances as chipped.
Surprisingly, the feature list that was selected by the CFS in

he (AE + V + F) multisensor feature set disregarded all machining
arameter features, i.e., feed rate, depth of cut, and spindle speed.
t only included sensor features. The features were classified by sig-
al processing method as shown in Table 10. Matching the result
f individual sensor models, CFS has selected most of the features
rom the force sensor which had the highest classification accu-

able 10
he best feature subset (25 features) selected by CFS from (AE + F + V) feature set.

ensor Time domain features Frequency domain features

orce Fy-M, Fy-Sk, Fy-Ku,
Fy-pp, Fy-CF, Fx-Ku,
Fx-CF, Fz-CF

Fy-SkBP, Fy-kuBP,
Fy-RSPBP, Fz-VBP,
Fz-kuBP

E AE-RMS AE1-STBP, AE2-SkBP
ibration Vx-P, Vy-V, Vy-Sk,

Vz-M, Vz-Ku
Vx-STBP, Vx-MBP,
Vx-VBP, Vy-STBP
1.09 97.24 1.13
0.00 0.00 100.00

racy. In the second place were the vibration sensor features, then
AE sensor features.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a benchmark study to compare various
ML algorithms and ensemble schemes used in classifying tool con-
ditions during end milling. We found in this study that SVM has
the highest accuracy in terms of base classifiers. It has been also
found that the introduction of machine ensemble techniques such
as majority vote and generalized stacking ensembles has improved
the accuracy in a certain degree, especially:

• where there exist more complementary features from each sensor
within the fused feature set.

• where there exists a high degree of diversity (in mapping of the
solution space) within the ensemble base classifiers.

While most of existing research works on TCM focuses on a
specific toll fault, e.g., estimation of wear level, breakage detection
(normal or broken), our study in this paper is able to measure most
of known fault conditions including chipping under one classifica-
tion framework. Specifically, we were able to make classification
of a multiflute end milling tool with great accuracy and optimal
feature subset size and sensor combination. In addition, irrelevant
sensors and features could be detected. This facilitates more effi-
cient modeling of the TCM because a selection of a 25-feature subset
size proves to be more accurate and robust than the inclusion of the
entire set of 138 explanatory features, which would significantly
increase the computational performance of the TCM system. In the
future, real-time classification can be studied in great depth based
on the groundwork this research offered.
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